Kappa Sigma Might Lose U. Recognition

BY ANDREW K. KEITMAN

University administrators have held off taking action against Kappa Sigma, a fraternity whose recent comments have raised concerns among the community. The fraternity has lost members as a result of these comments. However, the situation is still under review.

The fraternity's comments, which were found by the university administration to be racist, have caused concern. The fraternity's leadership has apologized, and efforts are being made to address the issue.

Sources said that the university's decision was based on the severity of the comments and the fraternity's response. It is unclear what further action the university may take.

The fraternity's leadership is working to address the situation and improve its standing with the university. They have reached out to the university administration to discuss the matter further.

Meanwhile, the university community remains divided on the issue. Some students and faculty members have spoken out in support of the fraternity, while others have called for stronger action.

The situation is ongoing, and the university will continue to monitor the fraternity's actions and make decisions as necessary.
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M NITE
Watch for details

SATURDAY NITE
DOUBLET FEATURE
LIVE AND LET DIE
7:30-8:45 $1.10成人
DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
9:30 only
Prime $1.00

A Little Nighs Music
Presents
SEA LEVEL
In the museum
Fri, Feb 1 8pm
Students w/ID $5.00
Gen'l Public $6.50
A PUC Production
In Association w/MMAR

I HA Blast Kills Three
BELFAST, Northern Ireland-A Bomb blast tore through car of a commuter train yesterday evening at rush hour, killing three and injuring at least 14. The first report of a quiet day that ended for thousands of commuters the world over. The blast, which started the middle of a three-car train and started the fire, may have been set off by the IRA or settler Republican bide, in the war, two of the three persons killed were believed to be from the IRA, while the other two were believed to be from the settler Republican bide.

B做什么 Price Reaches $800 Mark
NEW YORK-Gold prices soared past $800 an ounce for the first time ever yesterday as buyers surged to buy the precious metal, pushing the price past the $800 mark by the close of trading. The price of gold closed at $802.20 per ounce, up $9 from the previous day's settlement price of $793.20. The price of gold has been on a steady climb since the beginning of the year, with prices reaching new highs almost daily. The run-up in the precious metal's price is being attributed to a number of factors, including the continued uncertainty in the global economy, the weak dollar, and the anticipation of a further rise in interest rates. The recent increase in the demand for gold as a safe haven asset has also contributed to the rise in prices. The precious metal is often viewed as a hedge against inflation and political uncertainty, and the current climate of economic instability has led to a surge in demand for gold as a result. The strong performance of gold is expected to continue in the near future, with analysts predicting further gains in the coming months. The gold market is seeing a steady flow of new money as investors seek alternatives to traditional investments in the face of a turbulent market environment. The precious metal's price is expected to remain strong, with the potential for further gains in the near future.
HH Night Will Feature Concert

By NANCY NOYCE

The great way to kill that post-
ly gangbusters is in a room
which will feature concerts, music,
and art. It is a place for a pinball machine, a graham treatment,
and special events at the Houston Hall.

The event is designed to bring
closets into the room and
to make them more aware of its presence.

Founder's Day: Not What It Used to Be

By NARRETT GOODMAN

Did you know that tomorrow is Founder's Day?

During the celebration commemorating Benjamin Franklin's birthday in
a lambskin jacket and General Society. Of the 888 people expected, 220 are expected
to honor the founder of their alma mater. 10 speakers and ten
of students attending the event will be featured.

The Program of Events:

1. Flag Raising in front of College Hall
2. President's Welcome Address
3. Commencement for those students who
can attend to receive their degrees.
4. Luncheon is not intended to be a fundraiser, but it does keep alumni in touch with the needs of the University.

The Luncheon is not intended to be a fundraiser, but it does keep alumni in touch with the needs of the University.

HH Night Will Feature Concert

Each Penn Union Council (PUC) 
committee is responsible for one of
toughest activities. Among the
"Little Night's Menu" for Houston Hall
night is the PUC's concert committee's
mission. The event will be held in the
"Scholastic Hall," a room and
an auditorium.

Each concert will be governed
By ROBIN DAVIS

"It will be a great chance to see
everyone after vacation," Scherr said,
adding that it is expected to be a sell-out.

"Our goal is to make them more aware
of our programs. We want to let them know
what we have to offer and what
we can do for them," Scherr said.

"It's better to be a Multiprep student
than to compete against one another.

Call for our brochure today. Find out why we’re the better MCAT prep-course!

MULTIPREP

It’s better to be a Multiprep student than to compete against one another.

Call for our brochure today. Find out why we’re the better MCAT prep-course!

MULTIPREP

649-7245
The Pre-Med Tragedy

By Frederick Jones, III

The letters late last fall expressing concern over the Sullivan Principles have not yet been answered, and some students for medical school. The letters must be seen as a mandate for change and not as a rejection of the principles. The University currently holds about $24 million worth of stock in corporations that require South Africa-related corporations in which the University owns financial interests. The University is still in communication with many of these students, and thus might face divestment.

In The Franklin Room, Houston Hall

New Members Welcome.

KITE & KEY SOCIETY

1st General Meeting Will Be Sunday, January 20, 7:30 p.m.

In the Franklin Room, Houston Hall.
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SULLIVAN PRINCIPLES

SULLIVAN PRINCIPLES: A Start, But the Situation May Soon Call for More

The Sullivan Principles are a start, but the situation may soon call for more. Africa and the world, it is likely to increase. The University, and those structural weaknesses that plague the Sullivan Principles. There are Pretoria government finds itself increasingly isolated in southern the position of the non-white South African significantly bettered by Sullivan Principles again. This means that University policy will reconsideration of the University's stance, and has opted to go with the proponents of divestment—say they fail to challenge the fact of apartheid, but are willing to be convinced that they are indeed working for a better South Africa. They say. have been merely cosmetic.

In addition, the principles directly affect very few South Africans—about one half of one percent of the population. Those who criticize the Sullivan Principles now point out that many black South African leaders call themselves capitalists. In the end, the University might be forced to divest from a number of other American companies operating in South Africa.

Supporters of the Sullivan Principles say they are an effective framework and mechanism for improving the plight of the non-white South African worker. They say that the Sullivan Principles are a way of bringing change to South Africa. The University currently holds about $24 million worth of stock in corporations that require South Africa-related corporations in which the University owns financial interests. The University is still in communication with many of these students, and thus might face divestment.

SOUTHERN AFRICA

The Trustees today are expected to agree on a policy for University ties to South Africa. Their decision will not be a surprise; the policy of the University will be, as it has been in the past, to require adherence to the Sullivan Principles or their equivalent. While we find it encouraging that the Trustees see fit to use the University's position and power to encourage returns in a country that has been abusive of human rights, the Sullivan Principles may not be enough to stop meaningful change.

The Sullivan Principles were written in 1977 by the Reverend Canon Sullivan, a Philadelphia minister and civil rights activist who also serves on the board of the United Nations. They have been endorsed by two of the world's largest corporations. The principles are designed to advocate racial integration and equity in the employment practices of American companies operating in South Africa.

However, the University might be forced to divest from a number of other American companies operating in South Africa. The University currently holds about $24 million worth of stock in corporations that require South Africa-related corporations in which the University owns financial interests. The University is still in communication with many of these students, and thus might face divestment.

ATTENTION HEALTH STUDENTS!

The Interdisciplinary Health Education Program

And

The Center For The Study Of Aging

Are offering an interdisciplinary course for health professional students

A NEW LOOK AT OLD AGE:
A HEALTH CARE PERSPECTIVE

Faculty Includes:

Nancy Ellis, SAMF
Richard Greens, Social Work
Marlyn John, Dentah Medicine
Jerry Johnson, Medicine
Rt. Rev. Leopold, Nursing
Daniel O'Neal, Nursing

Students enrolled in the following schools may register:

Allied Medical Professions, Dental Medicine, Medicine, Nursing, Social Work, Wharton (Health Care Administration)

7 WEEK COURSE

ON MONDAY EVENINGS, 5:00-7:00 P.M.
BEGINNING JANUARY 28, 1980
ROOM D210

MEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING

For further information and to register call, Harriet Williams or Eileen Quin at extention 4811
A tradition of excellence.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is sponsoring an interdormitory Energy Conservation Coalition (EEC) to promote the conservation of energy on campus. The EEC is looking for artists, photographers, and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us會員 the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and

FALL & WINTER SALE

Dresses
Blouses
Denims
Baggys
Skirts
Sweaters
Slacks

Reduced 30% To 60%

HER CLOTHES TREE

3728 Walnut

Ask around... then come to dp Graphics

WINTER SPECIAL... Hot Drinks

Membership now only $5.00.
Join us Monday-Friday 11am To 2am
Saturday 7pm To 2am

THE EEC IS LOOKING FOR

CON. ARTISTS...

(Conservation Artists, that is)

The Energy Conservation Coalition (EEC) is sponsoring an interdormitory Energy Conservation Contest this semester, and we need your help.

We need people to write letters and articles, coordinate publicity, and spread the conservation word all over campus.

The First Meeting of the EEC will be:

Sunday, January 20, 1980
4:00 P.M.
4037 Spruce Street

Refreshments will be served!

SAVING UNIVERSITY ENERGY
And MONEY
THE ENERGY CONSERVATION COALITION

P/B 101: How to have the good life at a good price!

The Best Place to Get Framed

For family pictures, favorite wine labels, fridge magnets, lithographs, posters, menus, French postcards, needlepoint, and, of course, photographs, it's almost impossible to beat our frames for selection and price. And they're always 20% off and up. And if you're interested in taking up this side job, drop us a line at the Daily Pennsylvania, 3728 Walnut, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 (215) 896-0537. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and creative minds to stimulate the debate necessary to preserve the University's quality of coverage. We need you to help us maintain the standards that have earned a national reputation for The Daily Pennsylvania, a tradition true to the larger mission of the University itself. We need you to help us understand the University and how we can serve it best. We need you to help us continue our University, that research, sport, feature and news, the Daily Pennsylvania needs architects, photographers, advertising, and creative minds. It takes a diverse and...
The Theater Arts Program invites you to submit original plays only to see your work staged, but also to participate in all for production by advanced theater students enrolled in The thereafter as possible.

“THE LORD SHALL HAVE THEM IN DERISION!” So, says, asaya
In England and Scotland and Wales to the “Mock” and had
Protestantism lived on in England and Scotland and Wales to
Protestants of

WhileYou Wait Service

Boarders Needed
Kappa Delta
Sorority House
Neals available
Call Melissa 222-8917

PHOTOS For
*Applications
*Resumes
WhileYou're Service
(If Needed)
On Campus At
SHAHM STUDIOS
3907 Walnut Street
BA 2/7888
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BA 2/7888

Penn Union Council and the Office of Student Life Present:

THE 3rd ANNUAL
HOUSTON HALL NIGHT
Friday, January 18th

FREE

7:00-9:00
Art Present: Art Opening-Bowl Room
“Beach, Boardwalk & Boulevard: The Built Environment of Atlantic City”
Performing Arts: “The Jovial Juggler”

8:00-12:00
Movies Presents: Cartoons, Comedies & Shorts—West Lounge
Tournaments & Games Present: Mixed Doubles Pinball

Concerts: A Little Nights Music Presents:

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY and THE SCHOOLBOYS
Houston Hall Auditorium Penn Students Free With Valid ID

SPECIALS IN ALL SHOPS
WIN! A PINBALL MACHINE FREE
Drawing at 11:30 in Game Room

TICKETS ALL NIGHT MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN

Fortune Cookies at Hardees
Candy Shop w/purchase
Candy Special Buy ¼ lb. at reg. price get second ¼ lb at 25¢
(valentine excluded)
The Theatrical One Can't Make It, But You Can
Kappa Alpha's OPEC PARTY

Featuring:
Hi Defent Pete Flinch (Regular or Premium)
Roll Dancing Exhibition by Zora's
Music by Purple Haze
3803 Locust Walk (Across from 1920 Commons)
Friday January 18 10:00-? 

We Are Accepting Singers-Dancers-Musicians-Choreographers-Techs

Funded by SAC

BLOOMERS

 penalizes Auditions for Their Production

LATER BLOOMERS

Mon Tues Wed Jan 21, 22, 23 7:30-11:00 pm McCleland

We Are Accepting Singers-Dancers-Musicians-Choreographers

Funded by SAC

THE JAPAN HOUSE

For Your Health and Beauty
4003 Spruce St. 262-8461
Real natural food restaurant in Philly. 

FREY LEATHER BOOTS

15-40% OFF

ALL CURRENT STYLES

25% OFF 25% OFF 25% OFF

WALNUT - MILLER - SANTANA - COLOMBIAN - MEXICAN - ITALIAN JEWELRY

DOWNTOWN FLYERS

625-4939 215-393-2020

FULL SERVICE CATERING

SIDE ORDERS

Instructional FREE WITH PURCHASE OF 25% OFF

ORDER ONLINE

WE WILL DELIVER

WEEKLY}

PITCHERS OF BEER SALE & REDUCED DRINK PRICES

Tues thru Sun. incl. 9-2 a.m.

APPETIZERS

Fried Clams $1.90
Clams on the Half Shell $2.10
Squid $1.95
Scallops $2.10

ENTREES

Baked Stuffed Fish of the Day...

ROZWOLSKY'S INFAMOUS REUBEN: $2.95
Fried Clam and Bacon Club $3.75

SANDWICHES

BRED STEAK ON RYE

Shrimp and Spinach Salad...

FRIDAY FISH FRY...

COLESLAW...

SIDE ORDERS

DINNER SPECIALS...

VEGETARIAN SPECIALS...

SHRIMP COCKTAIL...

DEEP FRIED SALMON PLATTER...

DEEP FRIED COMBINATION PLATTER...

DEEP FRIED FLOUNDER:

BROILED FLOUNDER:

BAKED STUFFED FISH OF THE DAY:

CHOPPED SIRLOIN PLATTER:

FRIED CLAM PLATTER:

BAKED STUFFED FISH OF THE DAY:

SALADS

SHRIMP COCKTAIL

SALADS...

FRIED CHICKEN:

BAKED CLAM AND BACON CLUB

SIDES...

BAKED CLAM AND BACON CLUB

SEASONAL SPECIALS...

FRIED CLAM PLATTER...

SIDE ORDERS

BURGER SPLURGE

SIDE ORDERS

COSTELLO'S INFAMOUS SQUASH:

SQUASH...

BEEF SHORT RIB SPECIAL...

SIDES...

SHRIMP LUNCHEON SPECIAL...

AUGUSTA'S INFAMOUS BEEF:

BEEF SHORT RIB SPECIAL...

FOR OUR NON-EATERS

GOOD NEWS

MCLENDON
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A Big 5 Extravaganza at the Spectrum

BY DR. ELFRING

Harvard's women's fencing coach Rob Eglin and his players may not play in every Big 5 match and may not be at their best when they play them, but the success has been there. Both Harvard and Penn teams are ranked in the top five nationally, and both had a chance for three top-10 finishes yesterday. The Harvard Quakers were defeated by Temple, 14-9 in the Spectrum yesterday.

Pennsylvania has been one of the top teams in the nation, while Harvard was ranked 11th and 12th in various polls. The two teams were the only ones of any national ranking of 13 teams that were unbeaten. The Quakers share the top spot with New York, and the Harvard team is the only school without a loss in three years.

Both teams have played well in recent years, but they will have to be at their best to beat each other. Last year, Harvard and Penn played a four-game series in which both teams were unbeaten. This year, they meet early in the season to see who is the better of the two.

The women's fencing team is strong at the top and weak at the bottom, but they still have a chance to win. The men's team is stronger at the top and weaker at the bottom, but they still have a chance to win.

The game will be held at the Spectrum tomorrow afternoon, and is expected to be a thrilling match.

Quaker Oats

Although the PENN FOOTBALL TEAM finished last in the Ivy League last year, the team was able to make it to the NCAA tournament. This year, the team is looking to make it to the Big Ten tournament, which would be a huge step forward.

The team has made some changes this year, including the addition of a new quarterback. The team is hoping to build on last year's success and make it to the Big Ten tournament this year.

The team is also looking to improve its defense, which was a weakness last year. The team has brought in some new players and is hoping to improve on that front.

The team is looking to make it to the NCAA tournament this year and is working hard to achieve that goal.

Foilers: Men Anxious, Women Confident

BY ROBERTS

The Quaker men's and women's fencing squads have shared success under coach Dan Roberts for many years, and things are looking up for both teams. The women's team has a strong roster, including a national champion in the women's foil. The men's team has a balanced roster, with individual champions in both the men's foil and sabre.

The women's team is looking to build on last year's success and make it to the national championships. The men's team is looking to improve on last year's results and make it to the national championships as well.

The team is looking to make it to the national championships this year and is working hard to achieve that goal.

Classic, Delaware

BY JOHNATHAN

The DuPont Classic was held in Delaware this weekend, and it was a great success. The Classic is one of the biggest and most prestigious tournaments in the United States, and it is always a great place to see some of the best fencers in the country.

The Classic featured a group of competitors in the Philadelphia Track Club, the Quakers' home court, and with a strong showing against Delaware in all events, the Classic is expected to continue to grow.

The Classic is a great way to see some of the best fencers in the country, and it is always a great place to watch some exciting fencing matches.

A Grant to Delaware

BY ROBERTS

The Quaker men's and women's fencing teams have received a grant from the Delaware State Council on the Arts. The grant will be used to help the teams continue their success and build on it.

The grant will be used to help the teams continue their success and build on it. It will also be used to help the team continue to grow and become even better.

The grant is a huge boost for the team and is expected to help the team continue to grow and become even better.

Grapplers Still Juggling Wts.

BY RICHIE. U. VIEZ

The Quaker women's fencing team is still juggling weights, but they are determined to make it work. The team is working hard to be at their best for the upcoming matches.

The team is working hard to be at their best for the upcoming matches. They are determined to make it work and are working hard to be at their best.

The team is working hard to be at their best for the upcoming matches. They are determined to make it work and are working hard to be at their best.